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WE’RE SO GLAD
YOU’RE HERE!
Congratulations on choosing to homeschool this year! Whether this is your first year as a teacher or your tenth, we’re
confident you’ll find that there is very little that compares to watching your child’s learning take off. In fact, teaching can be
quite addictive, so be forewarned!

On Your Mark, Get Set, Go!

Get Support

Preparing for your first school day is very easy. Peruse
this guide, look over the typical schedule, browse the
introductions in your books, and you will be ready to go.

Are you looking for a place to hang out online with likeminded homeschoolers? Do you wonder how someone
else handled a particular science kit? Or do you wish you
could encourage someone who is just getting started this
year? Join one or more of our online groups.

We Are Here to Help
We would love to assist you if questions come up, so
please don’t hesitate to contact us with any questions,
comments, or concerns. Whether you contact us by
phone, email, or live online chat, you will get a real person
who is eager to serve you and your family.

Timberdoodlers of all ages:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/Timberdoodle/

You Will Love This!

Timberdoodlers with tiny tots – kindergarten students:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/EarlyTimberdoodle

https://mewe.com/join/
timberdoodleshomeschoolcommunity

This year you and your student will learn more than you
hoped while having a blast. Ready? Have an absolutely
amazing year!

Schedule Customizer
Your 2021-2022 Pre-K Curriculum Kit includes access
to our Schedule Customizer, where you can not only
adjust the school weeks but also tweak the checklist to
include exactly what you want on your schedule. To get
started, just click the link in your access email or visit the
scheduling website:
www.TimberdoodleSchedules.com
For more information on activating your scheduler, see the
access code affixed to the back of this Handbook.
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INTRODUCTORY MATTERS

MEET YOUR
HANDBOOK

WELCOME TO YOUR TEACHING TOOLBOX!

Simple Is Better

3. Teacher Resources

We really believe that, so your guide is as simple as we
could make it.

In this section you’ll find our favorite articles and tidbits
gathered over 35 years of homeschool experience.

1. The Planning

4. Item-Based Resources

First up are all the details for planning your year. These
include your annual planner and sample weekly checklists,
which are the absolute backbones of Timberdoodle’s
curriculum kits. More on those in a moment.

Here you’ll find 52 ideas for using Mad Mattr this year..

2. Item-by-Item Details

Last but not least is the reading challenge, a checklist/
reading log designed to help your child read a huge
variety of books this year. We include thousands of book
ideas to give you a head start.

We include short bios of each item in your kit, ideal for
refreshing your memory on why each is included or to
show off exactly what your student will be learning this
year. This is where we’ve tucked in teaching tips or tricks to
make this year easy and amazing for both of you.

5. Reading Challenge

All the Details Included
This Timberdoodle curriculum kit is available in three different standard levels: Basic, Complete, or Elite. This allows you to
choose the assortment best suited to your child’s interest level, your family’s schedule, and your budget. In this guide, you’ll
find an overview and any tips for each of the items included in the Elite Curriculum Kit. If you purchased a Basic or Complete
kit, or if you customized your kit, you did not receive every item. Therefore, you’ll only need to familiarize yourself with the
ones which were included in your kit.

Don’t Panic—You Didn’t Order Too Much Stuff!
We know you. OK, maybe not you personally, but we have yet to meet a homeschooler who doesn’t have other irons in the
fire. From homesteading or running a business to swimming lessons or doctor appointments, your weeks are not dull. As you
unpack your box, you may be asking yourself how you’ll ever fit it all in. We’ll go in-depth on schedules momentarily, but for
now, know that most of the items in your kit feature short lessons, and not all of them should be done every day, or even
every week. Your checklist (aka the weekly to-do-list) is going to make this incredibly manageable. Really!
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MEET YOUR ONLINE
SCHEDULER
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INTRODUCTORY MATTERS

MEET YOUR
ONLINE SCHEDULER
GETTING THE MOST OUT OF YOUR PLANNER

Use the Customizer
On the following pages, you’ll find sample weekly checklists for Basic, Complete, and Elite kits. Before you photocopy 36
of them, though, take a moment to check out the custom online schedule builder that came free with your kit. You can
easily adjust the weeks and tweak the checklist to include exactly what you want. Plus, you’ll be able to print your weekly
checklists directly from the schedule builder!
www.TimberdoodleSchedules.com

Activate Your Account
You’ll need to activate your account for the online schedule builder to get started. Head over to
www.TimberdoodleSchedules.com and create a login, and then click the “Redeem” button at the top of the page to input
your activation code and start scheduling!
Your activation code is affixed to the back of this handbook for your convenience.

What’s Your Dream Schedule?
Now that you’re ready, you’ll want to know two things:
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1. How Many Weeks Will You Do School?

2. What Breaks Do You Want?

A standard school year is 36 weeks plus breaks. Some
families prefer to expedite and complete the entire year in
fewer weeks—a great option to get this year’s school done
before a baby arrives, for instance. Or perhaps your family,
like ours, prefers to school year-round and keep that brain
sharp.

Thanksgiving, Christmas, winter break, spring break…you
could also add weeks off for travel, visiting grandparents,
or…
Typically you’ll be adding full-week breaks, so unless you’re
traveling to Disneyland® for little Jotham’s birthday, you
don’t need to add that to the calendar. For single-day
breaks, you can easily shuffle the work to earlier or later in
the same week and stay on schedule.
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Choose Your Items

Tweak It to Perfection

Now just pop that data into the online scheduler and
scroll down to see the items you might have in your
kit. Unchecking the boxes for any items you don’t have
removes them from your list. You’ll also see “Alternative
Items” listed under each subject. This usually includes all
of our most popular customizations for this grade so that
you can simply check a box and switch the scheduler to
an advanced level of math, for instance.

On the next screen, you’ll have some fun options to make
your schedule and checklist work for you.

Add Custom Courses
Your course list is limited only by your imagination.
Perhaps your friend created a custom curriculum you
want to include, your family band practices weekly, or you
need to include ballet since that’s P.E. this year. At the very
bottom of the page you’ll find a place to add as many
courses as you’d like. Just walk through the prompts onscreen to get it all set up.
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YAY! THE READING CHALLENGE
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INTRODUCING THE
READING CHALLENGE
EXPLORING MY WORLD (0-KINDERGARTEN)

New this year, your reading challenge will loop through 18
topics up to 6 times this year. Each loop will add breadth
to your child’s reading and includes a new subcategory to
explore if no ideas present themselves.

Reading Together
Most of us probably have a deep sense that reading to
kids is a good choice. But do you know why?
There are dozens of appealing reasons, but let me just
remind you of the three highlighted by the American
Academy of Pediatrics (AAP):
1.
2.
3.

Strengthen language skills
Build literacy development/interest in reading
Create nurturing parent-child relationships, which
are “important for a child’s cognitive, language, and
social-emotional development”

1. Language Skills
Reading exposes your child to familiar and unfamiliar
words, scenes, and feelings as you give words to each
of them. As he gets older and the books become more
complex, he’ll also be learning syntax, pronunciation,
rhyming, and more!

2. Literacy Development
Your child is seeing from birth that books are engaging
and important to you. You are also demonstrating that

PHOTO: THE ARRIETA OHANA OF OAHU

The Reading Challenge for kids will get you and your child
reading a broader variety of books this year while covering
essential topics.

they are interesting and a worthy use of time. This is such
critical knowledge!

3. Nurturing Parent-Child Relationships
Surely we aren’t the only ones who have stared at our
darling child feeling like we have already done all the
things and wondering how in the world we will fill the
remaining time until naptime. What if instead of screen
time or pleading with him to play by himself, you reached
happily for a book? Can you imagine how much bonding
and conversation could fill in the gaps of your day?
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INTRODUCTORY MATTERS
Yay! the reading challenge

Now, we know all too well that there are moments when
children do need to play independently, for both your
sanity and theirs. And if you’re blessed with more than one
little one (as our family is), you simply can’t sit and read
as much of the day as you’d prefer. But every minute of
reading you squeeze in cultivates your relationship with
your precious child without much in-the-moment effort on
your part!

4. Emotional Intelligence
We’ve added this point to the AAP’s list. Emotional
intelligence is a critical skill, yet challenging to teach.
Reading together is an easy way to teach emotional
intelligence in an unlimited variety of contexts. You’ll start
simply enough by pointing out the emotions expressed
in the pictures. “He looks happy!” “Oh look, she dropped
her sandwich. She’s sad.” Before you know it, your precious
toddler will be able to tell you what she’s scared to
encounter or frustrated about!

How It Works
On the following pages, you’ll find four versions of this
year’s book list, ranging from 1 book every 2 weeks to 3
books a week. Choose a reading goal early in the year
and set your pace accordingly, keeping in mind what is
realistic for your family this year.
The Light Reader plan has 36 books, which sets a pace
of 1 book every week. This includes 2 loops through each
major category. The majority of families can and should
do at least this much.
The Avid Reader plan doubles the pace to 72 books,
which increases the pace to 2 books every week. If you
choose this option, you’ll be completing 4 loops through
the main topics this year. This is doable for most families,
especially at a picture-book age!
The Committed Reader plan adds 36 more books,
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bringing the total to 108, or 3 books every school week.
We think that even this faster pace is not too rigorous for
most students and is suitable for enthusiastic readers with
time in their schedules. This schedule takes you through
the main loop 6 times, offering your student a chance to
try several options in each.
The Obsessed Reader plan adds a final 36 books, bringing
the total to 144, or 4 books every school week. We highly
recommend this challenge, which completes the loop 8
times, but it may be too intense for families with limited
library access!

Getting Started
Begin with the Light plan, which includes suggestions
for 36 books. Choose those books and read them in any
order, logging each one as you complete it. Next, advance
to the Avid plan, choosing another 36 books to read in any
order. Then it’s time to move to the Committed plan with
36 more books, again reading them in any order.
When possible, choose a different subcategory than
you did the first time (e.g., if you’re currently choosing a
community helpers book and you chose one on doctors
last time try one on police, firefighters, or a dentist on
your second loop through the topics). We’ve offered
suggestions for the first 6 loops in case your child is
drawing a blank, but feel free to choose any book under
that main subheading.
If you have completed the Committed plan (that’s 108
books so far!), you are ready to brave the Obsessed plan.
If you want to finish your books in a calendar year rather
than in a typical school year, the timeline shifts a bit, so
be sure to set your goal at the beginning of the year and
pace yourself accordingly.
Here’s the pace for a 36-week schedule:

Light Reader: One book every week.
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MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICS
A FUNDAMENTAL SKILL

Basic math is a critical skill for your child to master,
whether he grows up to be a carpenter, doctor,
accountant, or farmer. But all too often, math programs
rely on memorization instead of comprehension, leaving
the student at a disadvantage.
That’s not going to happen to your child! The real-world
math problems posed in Mathematical Reasoning
combine with the numeral practice of My First Sticker by
Numbers Book and the number skills play of the Tiny Polka
Dot game for a fabulous year.
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MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICAL REASONING
BEGINNING 2
BASIC // COMPLETE // ELITE

What if math was taught like thinking skills, with number
skills used as tools to solve problems and improve logic
skills? Mathematical Reasoning does just that!
These highly motivational activities will take your child
beyond mere drill work by using step-by-step problemsolving until your child is able to reason his way through
any mathematical problem. Concepts spiral gradually so
that children do not forget as they go!
This course has won 17 awards at last count, including:
•

Dr. Toy Best Picks

•

Mensa Recommended Materials for the Gifted

•

Cathy Duffy 101 Top Picks for Homeschool
Curriculum

•

Plus 14 more!

Scheduling
Plan on 8 pages a week to complete this in a school year.
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MATHEMATICS
MATH-U-SEE

MY FIRST STICKER BY
NUMBERS BOOK
BASIC // COMPLETE // ELITE

Each My First Sticker by Numbers picture or design
has blank shapes with a numeral that relates to the
removable colored sticker pages at the back of the book.
Just place the stickers and complete the pictures.
The stickers are the perfect level of stickiness—
repositionable when necessary, but still stay where
they are put. Now your pre-K student will have lots of
opportunities to ace number recognition while also
increasing his manual dexterity.

Scheduling
We suggest doing 1 page a week. If recognizing numerals
is new to your child, add this book to your schedule in the
last 21 weeks of your school year.
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MATHEMATICS

TINY POLKA DOT
BASIC // COMPLETE // ELITE

Develop number fluency in children as young as three with
Tiny Polka Dot. What a playful way to develop number
sense and basic arithmetic skills in very young children!
Mathematically rich and relevant, Tiny Polka Dot is a
collection of games for three- to eight-year-olds packed
into one colorful card deck. The cards are an ideal size
for tiny hands, and they are thick enough that they don’t
accidentally crease. The variety of mathematical games
that you can play with the Tiny Polka Dot deck allows you
to customize the game for each child.
Whether he is just learning how to count or working on
memorizing addition and subtraction facts, Tiny Polka Dot
will help your child to develop competence and a love of
numbers. Some of the game ideas will be ones for him to
grow into in future years. We suggest starting with Match
the Dots, Hungry Numbers, Dot Memory, PowerDot, and
Go Fish (not listed in your game, but perfect for this age).
When he’s ready, add in Dot Fives, Dot Five Memory, and
perhaps even Dot Tens and Dot Ten Memory. The other
games will likely be best reserved for older siblings or
future years.
Made in the USA, Tiny Polka Dot is the winner of the “Brain
Child” award from Tillywig Toy.

Scheduling
This game is unlimited in its use, but we suggest breaking
it out at least once a week to build your student’s number
skills.
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BOOK SUGGESTIONS, Q & A, & MORE
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THE LIGHT READER
THE CHALLENGE

THE BOOK YOU CHOSE

1.1 My Community
Home
1.2 Community Helpers
Doctors or Nurses
1.3 Classics
Fairy Tale
1.4 Language
Alphabet
1.5 Bible
Devotional or Bible Story Book
1.6 Relationships
Moms and Dads
1.7 Life Skills
Feelings
1.8 Every Day
Clothes
1.9 Special Days
Birthday
1.10 Seasons
Spring
1.11 Social Studies
Around the World
1.12 Transportation
Airplanes
1.13 Science
Astronomy
1.14 Animals
Dogs
1.15 Nature
Plants or Gardening
1.16 Math
Counting
1.17 Art
Colors
1.18 Just for Fun
Detective
126
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LANGUAGE ARTS
READING CHALLENGE

DATE COMPLETED

THE READING CHALLENGE
3,027 BOOK SUGGESTIONS

So you love the idea of the reading challenge, but you’d
like a boost to get you started? You’ve come to the right
place!

Customize This!
You’ll find a few ideas here for each challenge, but don’t
forget that you’re not bound to our list. There are literally
hundreds more options that may be even better for your
family. Use these pages as starter ideas and not as your
final list.

Will I See the Same Books Over and Over?
No, not on this list! However, this particular reading
challenge is geared for ages 0-K, so you will see this exact
list in all those grades.

3,027
BOOK
SUGGESTIONS

for ages 0 to kindergarten

Many books could easily fit into more than one category,
but we only put each in one place on your list for your
convenience. (Books that are part of a series are the one
exception, as you may find an individual title in one spot
and the whole series referenced elsewhere.) So if you’re
finding that you want to read more than one book from
a particular challenge, the odds are good that skimming
the list will give you another challenge to list it under. For
instance, Finnegan and Fox: The Ten-Foot Cop by Helen L.
Wilbur, listed under challenge 1 (a book about community
helpers), would also fit really well under challenge 11 (social
studies) challenge 14 (a book about animals), and perhaps
even challenge 12 (transportation). Shuffle things as you
like!
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THE READING CHALLENGE
3,027 BOOK SUGGESTIONS

A Variety of Reading Levels
As you probably guessed, these are primarily books for you
to read to your child, rather than books that he will read
himself. Read-alouds meet your child’s tremendous need
for literacy, language, and stories, giving him a strong
sense of why he wants to learn to read.
If you encounter books that he is ready to read, absolutely
feel free to take advantage of that, but this list is primarily
for you.

If you’ve been reading to your child long (or if you’ve
simply perused your local public library), you’ve probably
noticed that families have very different standards for
their reading materials. The books you’ll find listed here
are ones that members of our team have read, have
added to their “I want to read this” list, or have had
recommended to them.
Even among our team there is a wide range in what
titles our families would find acceptable. Some of us
find fantasy objectionable but will gladly read a scarier
adventure story than other families would be comfortable
with. Others of us consider those fantasy titles to be an
interesting addition and worthy of much discussion!
In these younger grades, some of us skip evolutionary
titles, while others include them liberally and discuss them.
It is the same with isolated language issues, characters
that don’t have the best attitudes, clothing choices, books
featuring TV characters, and more.
We’ve opted to include titles with abandon, knowing that
you will be able to flip through them at the library (or in
these COVID days, once your stack of holds has arrived) to
determine if they are a good fit for your family.

PHOTO: THE CONZONE FAMILY

Notes about Our Book Ideas

This is not a “Timberdoodle would sell these books if we
could” list. We can’t vouch for each of the titles, and we
certainly can’t know which ones are a good fit for your
particular family. We even include titles with things we
don’t like, knowing that what is a “burn the book” moment
for one family is a discussion starter for others. And if ever
there was a time for deep discussion around many topics,
this is that time!
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READING CHALLENGE

MY COMMUNITY
CHALLENGE 1 ON EACH LOOP

Home
A House for Birdie by Stuart J. Murphy (MathStart)
A House for Hermit Crab by Eric Carle
A Kiss Goodbye by Audrey Penn (The Kissing Hand)
A Little Prairie House by Laura Ingalls Wilder (Little House
Picture Book)
A Place to Call Home by Alexis Deacon
Boomer’s Big Day by Constance W. McGeorge
Bruce’s Big Move by Ryan T. Higgins (Mother Bruce)
Come Over to My House by Dr. Seuss (Beginner Books)
Down the Back of the Chair by Margaret Mahy
Evan’s Corner by Elizabeth Hill
Everyday House by Cynthia Rylant
Fly Away Home by Eve Bunting
Home by Carson Ellis
Home in the Woods by Eliza Wheeler
Home Sweet Home (Indestructibles)
Homes around the World by Max Moore (DK Readers)
Hotel Bruce by Ryan T. Higgins (Mother Bruce)
Little Friends: Home Sweet Home by Roger Priddy
If I Built a House by Chris Van Dusen
Let’s Go Home by Cynthia Rylant
Maisy at Home by Lucy Cousins
The Berenstain Bears’ Moving Day by Stan and Jan
Berenstain (First Time Books)
The Best Nest by P.D. Eastman
The House That Zac Built by Alison Murray
The House That’s Your Home by Sally Lloyd-Jones
The One Day House by Julia Durango
This Is the House That Was Tidy and Neat by Teri Sloat
Very First Book of Things to Spot at Home (Usborne)
What’s in My House? by Roger Priddy (Slide and Find)
Where Is Home, Little Pip? by Karma Wilson
We Are Moving by Mercer Mayer (Little Critter)

Neighborhood
Baby’s Very First Black and White Book: Going Out (Usborne)
Brownie and Pearl See the Sights by Cynthia Rylant
Extra Yarn by Mac Barnett
Harry and the Lady Next Door by Gene Zion (I Can Read)
My Neighborhood (Indestructibles)
On-the-Go Time by Elizabeth Verdick (Toddler Tools)
The Berenstain Bears’ Lemonade Stand by Mike Berenstain
The Berenstain Bears’ Neighbor in Need by Jan and Mike
Berenstain*
The Berenstain Bears’ New Neighbors by Stan and Jan
Berenstain (First Time Books)
Very First Book of Things to Spot Out and About (Usborne)
Welcome to the Neighborhood! by Becky Friedman (Daniel
Tiger’s Neighborhood)
Cities and Towns
Balloons Over Broadway by Melissa Sweet
Biscuit Visits the Big City by Alyssa Satin Capucilli (I Can Read)
Busy City (Indestructibles)
Busy Town by Rebecca Finn (Busy Books)
City and Country by Jody Jensen Shaffer (National Geographic)
Cityblock by Christopher Franceschelli (An Abrams Block Book)
City Shapes by Diana Murray
Danny and the Dinosaur in the Big City by Syd Hoff (I Can Read)
Digger and Daisy Go to the City by Judy Young (I Am a Reader)
Everyday Town by Cynthia Rylant
Good Night, New York City by Adam Gamble
Hello, New York! by Christopher Franceschelli
Here I Am by Patti Kim
It’s My City! A Singing Map by April Pulley Sayre
Little Elliot, Big City by Mike Curato
My City by Joanne Liu
My Little Cities series by Jennifer Adams
Nana in the City by Lauren Castillo
Night Night, Sleepytown by Amy Parker

*These titles have a Christian/religious perspective
140
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READING CHALLENGE
Transportation

TRANSPORTATION
CHALLENGE 12 ON EACH LOOP

Airplanes
Amazing Airplanes by Tony Mitton (Amazing Machines)
Angela’s Airplane by Robert Munsch
Baby Loves Aerospace Engineering by Ruth Spiro
Big Busy Machines: Planes! by Charles Reasoner
Busy Airport by Rebecca Finn (Busy Books)
Disney Planes by Klay Hall (Little Golden Book)
Flying by Donald Crews
Good Night, Planes by Adam Gamble
I Want to Be a Pilot by Laura Driscoll
My Little Golden Book about Airplanes by Michael Joosten
Plane Jane’s Journey by Billy Steers (Tractor Mac)
Planes by Amy Shields
Playtown Airport by Roger Priddy (A Lift-the-Flap Book)
Richard Scarry’s Planes by Richard Scarry
The Airplane Alphabet Book by Jerry Pallotta
The Berenstain Bears Take Off! by Mike Berenstain
The Little Airplane by Lois Lenski
Topsy and Tim Go on an Aeroplane by Jean and Gareth
Adamson
Where Do Airplanes Sleep at Night? by Brianna Caplan
Sayres
Boats
Boats by Byron Barton
Boats Float by Rebecca Glaser
Boats Will Float by Andria Warmflash
Captain Duck by Jez Alborough
Clipper Ship by Thomas P. Lewis
Frank and Tank: Stowaway by Sharon Phillips Denslow
Jonathan and the Big Blue Boat by Philip C. Stead
Little Blue Boat by Ginger Swift (Chunky Lift-a-Flap)
Little Toot by Hardie Gramathy
Old MacDonald Has a Boat by Steve Goetz
One-Dog Canoe by Mary Casanova
Rescue Vehicles: Rescue Boats by Valerie Bodden
Richard Scarry’s Boats

Sail Away by Donald Crews
Scuffy the Tugboat by Gertrude Crampton (Little Golden
Book)
The Little Sailboat by Lois Lenski
The Merry Shipwreck by George Duplaix (Little Golden
Book)
Toot and Pop! by Sebastien Braun
Toy Boat by Loren Long
Vincent Comes Home by Jessixa Bagley and Aaron Bagley
What Floats in a Boat? by Lynne Berry
Where Do Speed Boats Sleep at Night? by Brianna Caplan
Sayres
Trains
Busy Railroad by Rebecca Finn
Chugga-Chugga Choo-Choo by Kevin Lewis
Freight Train by Donald Crews
Go, Train, Go! by Rev. W. Awdry (Thomas and Friends)
Good Night, Trains by Adam Gamble
Huff and Puff by Tish Rabe (I Can Read)
My Big Train Book by Roger Priddy
Pete the Cat’s Train Trip by James Dean
Snakes on a Train by Kathryn Dennis
Terrific Trains by Tony Mitton (Amazing Machines)
The Berenstain Bears All Aboard! by Jan and Mike
Berenstain (I Can Read)
The Little Engine That Could by Watty Piper
The Little Red Caboose by Kristen L. Depken (Little Golden
Book)
The Train to Timbuctoo by Margaret Wise Brown (Little
Golden Book)
Tootle by Gertrude Crampton (Little Golden Book)
Topsy and Tim Go on a Train by Jean and Gareth Adamson
Trains by Amy Shields
Train Travel by Deborah Lock (DK Readers)
Where Do Steam Trains Sleep at Night? by Brianna Caplan
Sayres
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